QUICK-LOK™ THREADLESS HYDRAULIC COUPLINGS
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Quick-Lok™ Threadless Hydraulic Couplings from Gates

Designing and manufacturing hydraulic platforms for a worldwide
market is a diffcult challenge. Machines are more compact and powerintensive. Environmental controls against hydraulic leaks are getting tougher
and manufacturers are demanding ever-greater production line output.
That’s why Gates developed Quick-Lok—a family of threadless
hydraulic couplings designed to be leak-free and quick to connect. Quick-Lok
connectors help you save time on the assembly line, avoid rework, and reduce
warranty claims by preventing “leakers.”
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BEYOND THREADED CONNECTORS
Threaded connections have limitations. We know
because Gates makes them, and we make them well. One
limitation is the time it takes to torque a connection into
place. Another is the equipment and skill required to do so
properly. A third is the lack of any visual indication that the
correct amount of torque has been applied. The inherent
lack of complete control over this process can lead to high
re-work time and cost, along with leaks and costly warranty
claims.
Leak-Free Design

In a relentless drive to eliminate leaks, Gates engineers
studied competitive designs, examining the sealing interface
between port, adapter and assembly and identifying potential
leak paths. Result:
the Quick-Lok family of couplings,
incorporating a patented, leak-free design that’s suited for a wide
range of applications, from high pressure to low pressure.

Threaded connections must be torqued to precise specifcations, a
time-consuming process that is subject to error.

Tried and Tested

Quick-Lok connectors have undergone rigorous testing under
actual and simulated field conditions to confirm their strength and
sealing ability. The Quick-Lok coupling family has been proven to
stand up to impulse loads, side loads, flex conditions, vibration,
temperature extremes and vacuum conditions. It has been
designed to provide positive tactile feedback that a connection has
been made, without causing any strain to the installer.
Lowering Total Cost Of Ownership

Threadless connectors have developed a reputation as
expensive niche products for limited applications. Gates has
changed all that with the introduction of Quick-Lok assemblies,
which will replace threaded couplings in a wide range of
applications. Our analyses have shown that by reducing
installation costs and warranty costs, a Quick-Lok assembly
solution can dramatically lower total OEM cost of ownership over
a comparable threaded assembly.
The Ergonomic advantage

Using a torque wrench and spanner all day is tough on the
hands and arms of assembly line workers. Quick-Lok couplings
simply push into place, so workers stay fresher and safer.

Quick-Lok threadless couplings can be inserted into place quickly
and simply by hand.
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QUICK-LOK HIGH (QLH) CONNECTORS
Quick-Lok High connectors are designed to replace threaded
connections in up to 70% of high-pressure hydraulic equipment
applications. QLH couplings are suited for up to 1 and 2-wire
braid construction hoses such as Gates MegaSys® Wire Braid
Hose and other Gates hoses.
NOTE: QLH couplings are not suited for spiral wire construction hoses.

Quick as a Click! And Safe.

Quick-Lok High threadless assemblies are connected by
hand. No threading. No torque requirements. No tools needed. The
process is error-proof, providing both positive tactile feedback
and visual confirmation that the connection has been made. Once in
place the assembly cannot be inadvertently disconnected, nor released
under pressure—an important safety feature.
Converting from Threaded to Threadless

Changing over from threaded connections to Quick-Lok High
couplings for assembly line production is as simple as replacing your
current adapter with the QLH adapter. Component ports need no
modi?cation to accept QLH adapters, which are available in all
common con?gurations. Once installed, the adapter is ready to receive
the QLH assembly.
In a feld demonstration comparing assembly time for
threaded assemblies and QLH assemblies, ten QLH connections were
made in the time that it took to torque one standard threaded
connection.
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You can connect a Quick-Lok threadless assembly in 1/10 the time of a standard threaded assembly.
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High Pressure, High Performance

QLH connectors are available in –4 to –16 sizes in multiple
configurations (straight, 45°, 90°) for both the coupling and the
adapter, and are pressure-rated up to 5,000 psi. System pressure for
a QLH assembly is de? ned by the QLH termination size. (See chart
below)

System Conditions
QLH Size

Fluid System Requirements
Pressure, PSI (Bar) Temp. Deg F (C)
Fluid

-4

5,000 (350)

-6

5,000 (350)

-8
-10
-12
-16

5,000 (350)
4,000 (280)
4,000 (280)
3,000 (210)

-40 to 300°,
(-40 to 150°)
-40 to 300°,
(-40 to 150°)
-40 to 300°,
(-40 to 150°)
40 to 300°,
(-40 to 150°)
-40 to 300°,
(-40 to 150°)
-40 to 300°,
(-40 to 150°)

Hydraulic fuid
Hydraulic fuid
construction
Hydraulic fuid
construction
Hydraulic fuid
construction
Hydraulic fuid
construction
Hydraulic fuid
construction

Gates Hose
1 and 2-wire braid
construction
1 and 2-wire braid
1 and 2-wire braid
1 and 2-wire braid
1 and 2-wire braid
1 and 2-wire braid

For applications above 212°O F please consult with Gates Product Application Engineering.

Easy to Service, No Special Tools to Lose

For service in the field, removing a Quick Lok High
assembly is simple and intuitive. Unlike other threadless

designs, no special tools are needed—just a common wrench to
remove the adapter from the port.
Field Serviceability (one-piece straight adapter)

No special tools are needed to remove the Quick-Lok adapter from the
port—just a common wrench.

Field Serviceability (two-piece straight adapter)
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Installing QLH Assemblies into Straight Adapters
Following are the steps involved in installing the straight
QLH assembly.
Pre-Assembly: The coupling is supplied with the necessary seals
pre-installed and protected by a disposable protective cap. The
QLH adapter, also supplied with a protective cap and plug, can be
pre installed into the port in the equipment to save time on the
assembly line.

Partial Assembly

Partial assembly: The QLH coupling is partially inserted into the
QLH adapter, engaging the o-rings.
Full Assembly: The coupling is fully inserted into the adapter,
creating a leak-free connection.
For safety reasons and to ensure a leak-free connection,
once the QLH coupling is fully inserted, the connection is locked in
place. For serviceability the assembly can be uninstalled from the
port with a common wrench, for both one-piece and two-piece
straight adapters.Installing QLH Assemblies into Bent Adapters

Full Assembly

Installing QLH Assemblies into Bent Adapters

The QLH bent adapter design, consisting of the adapter and
adapter nut, is used with 45° and 90° adapters, and is installed in a
manner identical to the straight design. All parts are supplied with
disposable protective caps.
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Pre-Assembly/Bent Adapter

Field Serviceability of Bent Adapters

Disconnection and reconnection of the QLH bent adapter is
as simple as unscrewing the swivel nut from the adapter. The
swivel nut/coupling unit can be also be reconnected by torqueing
the nut onto the adapter to the correct setting.
Quick-Lok High (QLH) Product Line
Quick-Lok High CouplingsPre-Assembly/Bent Adapter
QLH –4

QLH –6

4GB-4MQLH

6GB-6MQLH

4GB-4MQLH45

6GB-6MQLH45

QLH –10

QLH –12

QLH –16

8GB-8MQLH

QLH –8

10GB-10MQLH

12GB-12MQLH

16GB-16MQLH

8GB-8MQLH45

10GB-10MQLH45

12GB-12MQLH45

16GB-16MQLH45

4GB-4MQLH90S 6GB-6MQLH90S

8GB-8MQLH90S 10GB-10MQLH90S

12GB-12MQLH90S

16GB-16MQLH90S

4GB-4MQLH90L 6GB-6MQLH90L

8GB-8MQLH90L 10GB-10MQLH90L

12GB-12MQLH90L

16GB-16MQLH90L

QLH Straight Stem

QLH 45° Stem

Full Assembly/Bent Adapter

QLH 90° Stem (Short & Long)

Quick-Lok High Adapters
QLH –4

LH –6

QLH –8

QLH –10

QLH –12

QLH –16

4MB-4FQLH2*

6MB-6FQLH2*

8MB-8FQLH2*

10MB-10FQLH2* 12MB-12FQLH2* 16MB-16FQLH2*

4MB-4FQLH

6MB-6FQLH

8MB-8FQLH

10MB-10FQLH

12MB-12FQLH

16MB-16FQLH

6MB-4FQLH

4MB-6FQLH

6MB-8FQLH

8MB-10FQLH

10MB-12FQLH

12MB-16FQLH

8MB-6FQLH

10MB-8FQLH

12MB-10FQLH

16MB-12FQLH

4MB-4FQLH45

6MB-6FQLH45

8MB-8FQLH45

10MB-10FQLH45 12MB-12FQLH45 16MB-16FQLH45

6MB-4FQLH45

4MB-6FQLH45

6MB-8FQLH45

8MB-10FQLH45

8MB-6FQLH45

10MB-8FQLH45

12MB-10FQLH45 16MB-12FQLH45

4MB-4FQLH90

6MB-6FQLH90

8MB-8FQLH90

10MB-10FQLH90 12MB-12FQLH90 16MB-16FQLH90

6MB-4FQLH90

4MB-6FQLH90

6MB-8FQLH90

8MB-10FQLH90

8MB-6FQLH90

10MB-8FQLH90

12MB-10FQLH90 16MB-12FQLH90

6FQLH-6FBO**

8FQLH-8FBO** 10FQLH-10FBO** 12FQLH-12FBO** 16FQLH-16FBO**

4FQLH-4FBO**

10MB-12FQLH45 12MB-16FQLH45

10MB-12FQLH90 12MB-16FQLH90

* FQLH 2 (Female Quick-Lok High) two-piece straight adapter.
** FBO (Female Braze On) Quick-Lok High female spud and nut for tubing applications.

QLH Straight Adapter
(one-piece or two-piece)

QLH 45° Adapter

QLH 90° Adapter

QLH FBO
(Female Braze On)

Additional con? gurations available. Please consult with Gates Product Application Engineering for
speci? c Quick-Lok High component needs.

Field Serviceability/Bent Adapter
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QUICK-LOK DIRECT (QLD) CONNECTORS

The QLD assembly connects directly into the port,
eliminating the need for an adapter. Direct-to-port QLD connectors
are suited for applications up to 4000 psi (280 bar) such as, but not
limited to, the following:
Hydraulic Pumps
Valves
Manifolds
Oil Coolers
Joystick/Control Lines
Pilot Lines
Other 1 and 2-wire Braid Applications

QLD Coupling/pre-installed

Note: System pressure for a QLD connection is defined by the combination of port
material and QLD coupling.

Direct to Port and Leak-Free

Precision machining in the QLD port locks the QLD stem
into place for a leak-free connection. The QLD coupling cannot be
released or twist loose during operation. Because the QLD direct-toport solution does not require an adapter, there’s one less leak point
and component costs are lower.
Installing QLD Assemblies
QLD Coupling/partially installed

QLD Coupling/installed

Quick-Lok Direct components are supplied with a protective
cap to keep them dirt-and-damage-free up until the moment of
assembly. To install the coupling simply remove the cap, align the
coupling with the port and push it into place until the retaining clip is
engaged. Pull back on the coupling to verify that it is properly
installed. Once the retaining ring is engaged it cannot twist loose or
be released.
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QLD Coupling/Field Serviceability

Removing the QLD Coupling

The QLD coupling can be removed from the port with a QLD
release tool.
System Conditions for QLD Termination with GLP Stem and Ferrule.

Fluid System Requirements
QLD Size Pressure, PSI (Bar) Temp. Deg F (C) Fluid Gates Hose
Type 1 (-4, -6, -8)

500 (35)

-40° to 300°,

Hydraulic fluid

(-40° to 150°)
Type 2 (-10, -12)

500 (35)

Textile & 1- wire
braid construction

-40° to 300°,

Hydraulic Fluid

(-40° to 150°)

Textile & 1- wire
braid construction

Quick-Lok Direct (QLD) Product Line with GLP Stem & Ferrule
(up to 500 psi)

Type 1

Type 2

4GLP-T1MQLD

6GLP-T1MQLD

8GLP-T1MQLD

10GLP-T2MQLD

12GLP-T2MQLD

4GLP-T1MQLD45

6GLP-T1MQLD 45

8GLP-T1MQLD 45

10GLP-T2MQLD45

12GLP-T2MQLD45

4GLP-T1MQLD90S 6GLP-T1MQLD 90S 8GLP-T1MQLD 90S

10GLP-T2MQLD90S

12GLP-T2MQLD90S

4GLP-T1MQLD90L 6GLP-T1MQLD 90L 8GLP-T1MQLD 90L

10GLP-T2MQLD90L

12GLP-T2MQLD90L

System Conditions for QLD Termination with GB Stem and Ferrule.

Fluid System Requirements
QLD Size Pressure, PSI (Bar) Temp. Deg F (C) Fluid Gates Hose
Type 1 (-4, -6, -8)
Type 2 (-10, -12)

4000 (280)
(-40° to 150°)
Consult Gates PA

-40° to 300°,

Hydraulic fluid

-40° to 300°,
(-40° to 150°)

Hydraulic fluid

1 & 2-wire
braid construction
1 & 2-wire
braid construction

For applications above 212
° F please consult with Gates Product Application Engineering.
Quick-Lok Direct (QLD) Product Line with GB Stem & Ferrule
(up to 4000 psi)

Type 1

Type 2

4GB-T1MQLD

6GB-T1MQLD

8GB-T1MQLD

10GB-T1MQLD

12GB-T1MQLD

4GB-T1MQLD45

6GB-T1MQLD45

8GB-T1MQLD45

10GB-T1MQLD45

12GB-T1MQLD45

4GB-T1MQLD90S 6GB-T1MQLD90S

8GB-T1MQLD90S

10GB-T1MQLD90S

12GB-T1MQLD90S

4GB-T1MQLD90L 6GB-T1MQLD90L

8GB-T1MQLD90L

10GB-T1MQLD90L

12GB-T1MQLD90L

QLD Straight

QLD 45°

QLD 90° (Short & Long)

NOTE: QLD adapters are available if needed. Please consult with Gates Product Application Engineering
for specific QLD adapter needs.
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WHERE CAN YOU USE QUICK-LOK ASSEMBLIES?

Quick-Lok threadless assemblies can replace threaded
assemblies in approximately 70% of current applications.
Manufacturers of both mobile and stationary hydraulic equipment
can benefit from the cost-saving and performance advantages of
Quick-Lok High and Quick-Lok Direct connections. Look for
potential Quick-Lok applications in markets such as:
Construction

Mining & Aggregate

Agriculture

Manufacturing

Truck & Bus

Other Industrial Applications

Forestry
Gain the Advantage with Quick-Lok Connectors

Eliminate Leaks and Reduce Warranty Claims
Hydraulic leaks are a major source of assembly rework time and
warranty costs. Quick-Lok couplings are leak-free, dramatically
reducing warranty claims and rework costs.
Increase Productivity

A Quick-Lok coupling can be installed in one-tenth the time of a
threaded coupling, saving time on the assembly line. Lengthy and
awkward torqueing of threaded connections is eliminated. Quicker
assembly time means that more equipment gets out the door of the
plant, improving manufacturing productivity.

Reduce Downtime
Quick-Lok couplings click into place to ensure positive
engagement every time. No assembly time is lost due to rework
caused by improperly torqued threaded connections.

Improve Safety
Once engaged, Quick-Lok couplings cannot be disconnected
or come loose under pressure, an important safety consideration.

Service with Ease
Quick-Lok couplings are easy to service in the field. QLH assemblies
can be replaced either with threaded componentry or QLH
threadless technology. QLD assemblies, when used with an
adapter, can be replaced either with threaded componentry or QLD
threadless technology. QLD assemblies used without adapters can
be replaced with a QLD assembly.
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Ensure Hose and Coupling Compatibility
Gates manufactures both Quick-Lok couplings and hydraulic hose to
ensure the highest integrity in port-to-port solutions.

Prevent Errors and Tampering
The installation process is error-proof because it’s easy to
verify that a correct connection has been made. Quick-Lok couplings
are tamper-proof, and they cannot be connected by mistake with
other quick-connect products.

Reduce Component Cost (QLD)
The Quick-Lok Direct direct-to-port con? guration
incorporates all of the components on the coupling stem, therefore
eliminating the need for an adapter.

Protect Against Corrosion
All Quick-Lok couplings and adapters are protected with Gates
TuffCoatTM plating, which yields 400 hours of protection against red
rust—a 500% improvement over the SAE industry standard.
Applications to avoid

QLH and QLD couplings are suited for a wide range of
applications, but in order to ensure a leak-free connection, applications
where the hose or coupling is subject to excessive ?ex, vibration or
rotation should be avoided. Consult a Gates Product Application
Engineer for a case-by-case ruling on any ? ex application.
Calculate Your Savings

All these benefits add up to one thing: saving time and money.
Use our Quick-Lok Efficiencies Calculator to add up the potential
savings you can realize in your specific application by changing to
Quick-Lok threadless connectors. To access our free calculator, visit
www.gates.com/quicklok.

PARTNER WITH GATES FOR COST SAVINGS AND HIGHER
PRODUCTIVITY: REQUEST A VE/VA (VALUE ENGINEERED/
VALUE ADDED) ANALYSIS

Design the system to avoid excessive flex or rotation of
the hose or coupling.
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